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At BMC trust is not just a word - it's a way of life! 

We are an award-winning, equal opportunity, culturally diverse, fun place to be. Giving back

to the community drives us to be better every single day. Our work environment allows you

to balance your priorities, because we know you will bring your best every day. We will

champion your wins and shout them from the rooftops. Your peers will inspire, drive, support

you, and make you laugh out loud! We help our customers free up time and space to

become an Autonomous Digital Enterprise that conquers the opportunities ahead - and

are relentless in the pursuit of innovation! The Control-M product line is BMC’s orchestration

and automation platform. It helps the world's largest companies to automate time-sensitive,

business-critical workflows. We orchestrate data and machine learning pipelines, supply

chains, production lines, financial transactions, and other processes in complex IT

environments worldwide. We continuously grow by adding and implementing the most cutting-

edge technologies, conducting innovative Just Do It marathons, thinking about new

features to add and investing in our employee training programs!

BMC is seeking talented  Automation Engineers  to join our team!

As an Automation Engineer, you'll work on complex and distributed software, develop automated

tests, execute test plans, and ensure product quality.

This is the perfect opportunity if you're curious, self-motivated, people-oriented, and a

team player who loves learning and evolving. 
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You'll play a key role in our innovative automation project and team, with ample

opportunities to grow and challenge yourself.

Here is how, through this exciting role, YOU will contribute to BMC's and your own

success: Your daily tasks will include planning, developing, and executing automated tests and

strategies for both frontend and backend testing, working with other engineers to define and

assess deliverables, and ensuring quality deliverables for assigned projects. To ensure

you’re set up for success, you will bring the following skillset & experience:

2+ years of experience in automation testing on the server side

Proficiency in Python or Java.

Familiar with agile software development methodologies, life cycles, and processes

Excellent English communication skills (both verbal and written)

Whilst these are nice to have, our team can help you develop in the following skills: 

Experience with Robot framework, Jenkins CI, SQL,

Technical knowledge and experience with Windows, Unix/Linux

A degree in software engineering, computer science, programming, or equivalent practical

experience.
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